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Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

• Attractive Imagery & Graphics
• Dramatic Lighting
• A/V & Technology
• Unique Exhibit Property
• Attractive In-Booth Promotions
• Outside the Booth Promotions



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

Frieling USA Inc. - #7245
Using light and movement are two quick and easy ways to draw attention to your exhibit.
Frieling  combined these elements with a simple moving spotlight drawing attentionto their 
main sign.



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

Atalanta Corporation - #2409
Here's an excellent attention grabbing technique. Atalanta created vignettes showing tableware  
from popular cities around the United States. They also used large color blocked graphic panels
to  differentiate each display. NICELY DONE!



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

Antunes - #4060
This bold overhead sign was hard not to notice. Covering nearly the entire exhibit space, well
lit,  and constructed in an angular style, it demanded the attention of everyone whopassed.



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

Hestan Commercial Corporation - #5218
One of the fastest ways to draw attention at a foodservice show is to feature a celebrity chef.  
Hestan did an excellent job of promoting an appearance by chef Thomas Keller. Beyond that,
their  uniquely designed exhibit was an attention grabber with two large simulated kitchens to 
help re- create the kitchen environment while showcasing their cookware.



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

American Express - #5862
Wonderfully creative, American Express showcased its brand in the familiar motif of a 1950’s 
diner  and gas station, using the color palette of the company. The vignettes were creative, 
interesting  and filled with tidbits about how American Express could help restaurantoperators.



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

Postmates - #8602
The innovative color and open 
structure of the  Postmates 
booth made it unique among
other  exhibits, providing a 
restful sanctuary for  visitors.

HAY!Straws - #10061
Capitalizing on hot trends is a smart way 
to  exhibit. “Straws made from straw” was 
catchy,  appealing, and right on trend, and 
the staff  played it up in this small inline
exhibit.



Creative Attention-Grabbing Techniques

Idaho Potato Commission - #1419
To get visitors to remember Idaho Potatoes,
the exhibit was themed like a State Fair.
Visitors could enter and play to win a toy
version of a stuffed potato to takehome.

Dexter-Russell Inc. - #3176
Lighting can add a lot to an exhibit’s presence.  
Here, Dexter uses clear messaging and an easy  
navigation system highlighted by blue kiosk  lighting 
to help visitors find their points of interest.



Effective Visual Communications

• Crystal Clear Value Propositions & Messaging
• Answering Attendees’ 3 Major Questions

• What
• Why
• Who

• Effective Promotion of NEW Offerings 
• Thoughtful Brand Integration 



Effective Visual Communications

Beverage-Air, An Ali Group Company - #4801
One of the primary reasons food service professionals attend tradeshows is to see what's NEW.  Beverage Air did 
an outstanding job of featuring their new products front and center and  supporting them with large backlit and well-
placed signage to drawattention.



Effective Visual Communications

Server Products - #4254
With a large booth, it's important to try to prevent surrounding companies from intruding your  visual 
space. Server did an outstanding job of controlling their visual sight lines, while also  
communicating their brand promise, and drawing your eyes down to the different benefits of  
working with them.



Effective Visual Communications

Topo Chico - #4674
Trade shows are a very effective way to extend your brand identity. Topo–Chico did a great jobof  integrating 
their long tenured mineral water branding at all visual levels of theirbooth.



Effective Visual Communications

Kuusoft Software Corp. - #10399
An important aspect of clear and fast communication is for the visitor to quickly understand what is  being 
presented. Kuusoft’s exhibit took nothing for granted. By placing static labels below their flat  panel product 
demonstrations, visitors could quickly learn exactly what was going on in each  demo, and also see the range of 
Kuusoft’s expertise in action. This clean and savvy messaging  technique guarantees visitors will get the point, 
while learning the entire range of productbenefits.



Effective Visual Communications

Edward Don & Company - #4426
Sometimes it’s easier, quicker and more  memorable to 
tell visitors what you don’t do,  not what you do. An 
innovative approach.

Steelite International - #6612
A brilliant clear headline perfectlydescribes  how Steelite 
wants visitors to view their  products. Excellent quick
storytelling.



Effective Visual Communications

Rockless Table LLC - #10902
Simple clear message, supported by dual A/V
monitors and open product demos brought the
Rockless Tables message home to visitors

Tray-Tag - #10301
A bold statement will turn heads. Tray-Tag  used a 
bright yellow starburst to do just that,  staking their 
claim clearly and emphatically.



Effective Visual Communications

Nathan’s Famous - #7445
Strongly leveraging their historic brand equity,  
Nathan’s was crystal clear in what they wanted  to 
talk about, and who they were looking for.

Anchor Packaging - #131
Anchor used simple product tags to highlight “NEW”
products and other important product features. Facts
most visitors want to know.



Effective Visual Communications

Essity Professional Hygiene - #224
Tork challenged visitors with impactful statistics  
about the industry, and followed them up with  
immediate calls to action. Strong work.

Rubbermaid - #1403
Multiple reasons we like Rubbermaid. Clear  headlines 
and a challenging questionprovoke  thought and 
interest, demanding action.



Effective Visual Communications

Victorinox Swiss Army - #4468
Top-tier signs should do a lot more than just  say 
who you are. Here's an excellent example  of how 
to use the outside and the inside of a  top-tier sign 
to say what you do. Also notice  the well-placed 
graphic below communicating  their key product
differentiators.

Weston Foods - #4268
One of the biggest questions in foodservice  
buyer's minds is "what makes your products  
different?". Weston Foods answered instyle  with a 
well-placed header and a live video  explaining 
what makes the difference.



Engaging & Informative 
Presentations & Demonstrations

• Visual Support of Key Messages
• One to Many Theater Presentations
• Use of Interactive A/V
• Cool Stations & Kiosks
• Gamification
• Unique Ways of Providing Takeaway 

Information for Visitors 



Engaging & Informative Presentations & 
Demonstrations

Alto Shaam, Inc. - #4840
The number one way attendees want to interact with exhibits is through live presentations and  demonstrations. 
Alto-Shaam delivered with multiple live presentations that drew crowds and were  well supported with A/V and 
audio. On top of that, they had well-placed signage that engaged  attendees by asking what operational areas 
would they like to learn moreabout.



Engaging & Informative Presentations & 
Demonstrations

Bar Maid Corporation - #11225
Glasses sparkled after coming out of Bar  Maid’s 
eye-catching demo. This clever device  reminded us 
of going through the car wash,  with similar results.

The Mushroom Company - #7234
Live mushrooms growing from a plastic bag!!  This 
living demo was only one part of the  intriguing ways 
The Mushroom Company told  their story. Great 
product staging.



Engaging & Informative Presentations & 
Demonstrations

Rubbermaid - #1403
Rubbermaid’s product vignettes and demos  are, 
simply put, the industry standard. Clear  visuals, 
with powerful in-person storytelling  makes the 
Rubbermaid exhibit a destination.

Eaglewood Manufacturing - #10100
This gliding table was impossible to pass by.A  brief 
stop was accompanied by a welcoming  staff who 
seemed to enjoy the “ride” as much  as we did, 
answering all our questions.



Engaging & Informative Presentations & 
Demonstrations

Moyer Diebel, An Ali Group Company - #5025
Attendees want to quickly know what the  features 
and benefits of your product are. Moyer  Diebel did an 
excellent job of staging their glass  washing solutions 
with perfectly placed signage  to visually communicate 
the key benefits of each  solution featured.

Dexter-Russell Inc. - #3176
Dexter's exhibit was in the running for the  best of 
show. They did an outstanding job  overall. They 
deserve a big shout out for  their uniquely designed 
andwell-messaged  interactive product
demonstrations.



Smart Exhibit Access & Attendee Navigation

• Effective Crowd Management 
• Effective and Efficient Wayfinding
• Creative Navigation Methods 



Smart Exhibit Access & Attendee Navigation

CuBE Packaging Solutions - #2226
As visitors try to maneuver through the maze of exhibits and products at a trade show, they are  always relieved to 
find exhibits like CuBE Packaging. CuBE’s kiosk headers combine readable  visible headlines, with obvious and 
logical icons. It’s much easier for visitors to start exploring the  products when they don’t have to work so hard to find 
them. Impressivelyeffective.



Smart Exhibit Access & Attendee Navigation

Edlund Company LLC, An Ali Group Company - #5013
When featuring multiple solutions in the booth, it's very important to help attendees quickly find what they're
looking for. Edlund did an excellent job of placing large directional headers above each of their product
presentation vignettes.



Smart Exhibit Access & Attendee Navigation

Rubbermaid - #1403
There’s a lot to like about the Rubbermaid  exhibit. One 
aspect is how easy it is to find  different solutions, and 
how well marked each  vignette is. Rubbermaid’s a clinic 
on exhibiting.

Steelite International - #6612
By grouping and staging sets of products in  unique 
vignettes, Steelite generated interest  for visitors to tour 
multiple kiosks, to learnhow  their products could be 
presented todiners.



Effective Staffing Practices

• Easy to Identify Staff Apparel or Identification
• Cool & Creative Staff Apparel
• Impressive Staff Behaviors 



Effective Staffing Practices

Tuxton China - #7439
With a name like “Tuxton” and a logo like theirs, how would you expect the staff to be dressed?  Promoting their
upscale line of dishes and serving products, the Tuxton staff added great value to  their presentation by staying 
in character, and dressing thepart.



Effective Staffing Practices

Buyers Edge Platform - #8035
Drawing on the color palette of their booth, the  
black T-shirts, jeans and pink sneakers  instantly let 
visitors know who to speak with.

Restaurant365 - #6466
Shoes are a great way to bring your brand  identity 
to life in a subtle way. The R365 staff  steps up in 
their unique shoes.



Effective Staffing Practices

Impossible Foods - #9427
With a hot on-trend product line, Impossible  
Foods staff magnified their brand’s impactby  
wearing Impossible-to-Ignore black T-shirts.

Future POS - #5857
With their checkerboard backdrop, the staffat  
Future POS really stands out in their colorful  tie-
dyed T-shirts. Groovy!



Inline Success: 
Small Booths that leave a BIG impression



Inline Success

TE Innovations LLC - #7933
A bold color palette, perfectly integrated with staff uniforms and carpet color, was supported by a
crystal clear headline and well-placed demos in this open and inviting space. Well done.



Inline Success

VITO Fryfilter Inc. - #5431
Here's a small in-line exhibit that is firing on all cylinders. From the clear well-placed benefit  
headline, all the way down to the staff wearing branded chefs jackets and yellow tennis 
shoes.  This is how you make sure your in-line exhibit gets seen.



Inline Success

Baldassare Agnelli USA - #8213
Eye popping lighting and product placement drew immediate attention to the Agnelli USA
exhibit.  The open layout was sprinkled with just enough podiums to allow for conversation and 
open  space.



Inline Success

Craster Ltd. - #6838
This stylish space gave Craster the chance to illuminate their brand in the best light possible.  
Using two A/V monitors and upscale staging, they present their products as being highly valuable  
and sought after, a presentation strategy that attracted lots of visitors throughout the show.



Thank You for Exhibiting at 
The Restaurant Show 2019!

Mark your calendar now for The 
Restaurant Show 2020, 

May 19-21, 2020

The E3 Team (L-R);
Jefferson Davis, Tradeshow 
Productivity Expert
Laura Whitt, Exhibit Designer
Bob Milam, aka Trade Show Bob


